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the vicious game which led to it - the Bailey Game. And all it takes for the game
to start again is the arrival of a new girl, Lauren Price, who doesn’t quite fit in
with the rest of the class. Alex is suddenly confronted with some difficult
decisions, but ultimately her friendship with Lauren and her memory of the
unstoppable Bailey Game demand that this time she opts out of the game and
faces the perils of being on the outside . . . ‘A very exciting and disturbing tale
which will hold the reader’s interest right to the end. I highly recommend THE
BAILEY GAME’ Michele Elliot, KIDSCAPE
The Vanished Celia Rees 2009-04-06 At the start it was just stories. Stories
of plague graves, vanished children and hidden steps leading to a festering
underworld. But when another child goes missing, Fraser and Cassie wonder if
there's some truth in the tales. The dark tunnels running under the city are real
enough. Then there's Billy, who promises to lead them to a decaying kingdom far
more terrifying than anyone could imagine... Highly-acclaimed Celia Rees writes
superb supernatural horror novels for teenagers. The Vanished is one of the best.
Steel Carrie Vaughn 2011-03-15 It was a slender length of rusted steel,
tapered to a point at one end and jagged at the other, as if it had broken. A
thousand people would step over it and think it trash, but not her. This was the
tip of a rapier. Sixteen-year-old Jill has fought in dozens of fencing tournaments,
but she has never held a sharpened blade. When she finds a corroded sword piece
on a Caribbean beach, she is instantly intrigued and pockets it as her own
personal treasure. The broken tip holds secrets, though, and it transports Jill
through time to the deck of a pirate ship. Stranded in the past and surrounded by
strangers, she is forced to sign on as crew. But a pirate's life is bloody and brief,
and as Jill learns about the dark magic that brought her there, she forms a
desperate scheme to get home—one that risks everything in a duel to the death
with a villainous pirate captain. Time travel, swordplay, and romance combine in
an original high-seas adventure from New York Times bestseller Carrie Vaughn.

Bloody Jack Louis A. Meyer 2002 Reduced to begging and thievery in the streets
of London, a thirteen-year-old orphan disguises herself as a boy and connives her
way onto a British warship set for high sea adventure in search of pirates.
Ghost Chamber Celia Rees 2007-01-19 The Goodman children are spending their
first proper holiday with their estranged archaeologist father since their
parents divorced - looking forward to seeing what his new house in the country
is like. They know it's a crumbling old pub, which he is renovating, but not long
after they arrive, they realise their dad bought the pub for a reason, because of
what is said to be buried beneath it. Objects move in the knight, strange noises can
be heard coming from the cellar, and a creepy looking guy is hanging around the
village asking sinister questions about their dad, and the old pub....13 year old
Hugh Goodman is intrigued, and digs a little deeper into the mysteries of the house
than he should. Before he knows it he and his siblings are caught up in a horrifying
secret, and the discovery of an ancient chamber, where lies the restless ghost of
a buried templar knight. Will the ghost avenge his own death using innocent
children, or can they manage to beat evil forces?
Pirate Princess Catherine Banks 2015-10-12 As the daughter of the Pirate King,
Tilia Swanson has an unusual upbringing learning skills that aren't often
available for women. As the heir apparent for the Kingdom of Crilan, her skills
set her apart as she is trained by the best in the land and taught to harness her
magic. However, piracy is in her blood, and draws danger to Tilia in the way that
treasure draws pirates. Some treasures are more valuable than others. Will
this lesson be learned in time or will the betrayal of those around her be her
undoing?
The Bailey Game Celia Rees 2005 Even if she doesn’t believe in the ghost of
Michael Bailey, Alex Lewis is still haunted by the memory of the terrifying
incident that took place two years ago, and by the fact that she too played
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City of Shadows Celia Rees 2015-06-25 In the midsummer of his twelfth
birthday, Davey, his twin cousins and his sister Kate, embark on a tour of the
infamous underground city in Davey's hometown. As the tour progresses, Davey
finds himself separated from the others, and inside an eerie chamber. Here he is
drawn to a large and hazy-glassed mirror. In a moment, Davey's reflection blurs,
and he finds himself back on the streets of the ancient city - but the residents are
not of his time - they are ghosts, and some do not take kindly to those from 'the
other side'. Davey encounters some friendly spirits, too - but they urge him to try
to make it back to his own time, before an evil ghost crew discovers he is mortal.
A frantic search for his own world begins, and Davey makes it just in time. But he
senses there is unfinished business and, come Hallowe'en, the ghosts will be on the
lookout for him - and this time they will be visiting his world . . .
The Game of Hope Sandra Gulland 2018-06-26 For Napoleon's stepdaughter,
nothing is simple - especially love. Paris, 1798. Hortense de Beauharnais is
engrossed in her studies at a boarding school for aristocratic girls, most of
whom have suffered tragic losses during the tumultuous days of the French
Revolution. She loves to play and compose music, read and paint, and daydream
about Christophe, her brother's dashing fellow officer. But Hortense is not an
ordinary girl. Her beautiful, charming mother, Josephine, has married Napoleon
Bonaparte, soon to become the most powerful man in France, but viewed by
Hortense at the outset as a coarse, unworthy successor to her elegant father,
who was guillotined during the Terror. Where will Hortense's future lie? it may
not be in her power to decide. Inspired by Hortense's real-life autobiography with
charming glimpses of life long ago, this is the story of a girl destined by fate to
play a role she didn't choose.
The Body of Christopher Creed Carol Plum-Ucci 2008 Torey Adams, a high
school junior with a seemingly perfect life, struggles with doubts and questions
surrounding the mysterious disappearance of the class outcast.
Witch Child Celia Rees 2002-02-01 In 1659, fourteen-year-old Mary Newbury
keeps a journal of her voyage from England to the New World and her experiences
living as a witch in a community of Puritans near Salem, Massachusetts.
The Wish House Celia Rees 2006 While on summer holiday, sixteen-year-old
Richard meets Clio Dalton part of a very eccentric family of artists - His life is
irrevocably changed by his experiences with them.
Take Back the Skies Lucy Saxon 2014-06-03 Desperate to escape an arranged
marriage and the life her high-ranking government official father planned for her,
Cat Hunter does the unthinkable. She runs away from her homeland Tellus,
disguises herself as a boy, and stows away on an air ship. She's ready for life in
a new land where the general population isn't poverty stricken and at the mercy
of the cruel officials. What she isn't quite ready for is meeting Fox, a crew
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member aboard the Stormdancer-which turns out to be a smugglers' ship. So
begins an epic adventure that spans both land and sea. This explosive debut
starts a unique six-book series. Each novel will be set in a different land within
the Tellus world, with repeating characters and related, nonlinear storylines
that combine to create a one-of-a-kind, addictive reading experience.
Witch Child Celia Rees 2009 In 1659, fourteen-year-old Mary Newbury keeps a
journal of her voyage from England to the New World and her experiences living
as a witch in a community of Puritans near Salem, Massachusetts.
The Austen Girls Lucy Worsley 2020-04-02 Would she ever find a real-life
husband? Would she even find a partner to dance with at tonight's ball? She
just didn't know. Anna Austen has always been told she must marry rich. Her
future depends upon it. While her dear cousin Fanny has a little more choice, she
too is under pressure to find a suitor. But how can either girl know what she
wants? Is finding love even an option? The only person who seems to have
answers is their Aunt Jane. She has never married. In fact, she's perfectly happy,
so surely being single can't be such a bad thing? The time will come for each of
the Austen girls to become the heroines of their own stories. Will they follow in
Jane's footsteps? In this witty, sparkling novel of choices, popular historian
LUCY WORSLEY brings alive the delightful life of Jane Austen as you've never
seen it before.
The Dark Days Pact Alison Goodman 2017-01-31 Sequel to New York Times
bestselling author Alison Goodman's acclaimed The Dark Days Club—a smashing
combination of Buffy and Jane Austen! Summer, 1812. After the scandalous
events at her presentation ball in London, Lady Helen has taken refuge at the
fashionable seaside resort of Brighton, banished from her family and training as a
Reclaimer with the covert Dark Days Club. She must learn to fight the dangerous
energy-wielding Deceivers and prepare to face their master, the elusive Grand
Deceiver. As she struggles to put aside her genteel upbringing, Helen realizes that
her mentor, Lord Carlston, is fighting his own inner battle. Has the foul Deceiver
energy poisoned his soul, or is something else driving him towards violent bouts
of madness? Either way, Helen is desperate to help the man with whom she shares
a deep but forbidden connection. When Mr. Pike, the hard bureaucratic heart of the
Dark Days Club, arrives in Brighton, he has a secret mission for Helen: find the
journal left by a mad rogue Reclaimer, before it falls into the hands of the
Deceivers. Coerced by Pike, Helen has no choice but to do as ordered, knowing
that the search for the journal may bring about Lord Carlston’s annihilation.
The Fool's Girl Celia Rees 2011-04-04 Violetta and Feste have come to London
to rescue the holy relics taken from the church in Illyria by the evil Malvolio.
Their journey has been long and their adventures many, but it is not until they
meet the playwright William Shakespeare that they get to tell the entire story
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from beginning to end! But where will this remarkable tale ultimately lead
Violetta and her companion? And will they manage to save themselves, and the
relics from the very evil intentions of Malvolio.
The Map from Here to There Emery Lord 2020-01-09 The Map from Here to There
is an unforgettable story of identity and the companion novel to the stellar The
Start of Me and You, which was a Zoella Book Club pick for WHSmith. It's
senior year, and Paige Hancock is finally living her best life. She has a fun summer
job, great friends, and a super charming boyfriend who totally gets her. But
senior year also means big decisions. Feeling the weight of 'the rest of her life'
Paige starts to panic. Everything is exactly how she always wanted it to be –
how can she leave it all behind next year? In her head, she knows there is so much
more to life after high school. But in her heart, is it so terrible to want
everything to stay the same forever? Emery Lord's signature storytelling shines
with lovable characters and heartfelt exploration of life's most important
questions. There will be break-ups, make-ups, a road trip, and even a wedding.
Through it all, can Paige figure out what happens in the after part of happily
ever after? Fans of Rainbow Rowell, Jennifer Niven and Nicola Yoon should look
no further than this unforgettable story of friendship and connection.
The Pirate Captain's Daughter Eve Bunting 2011-07-06 "I always knew my
father was a pirate and I always knew I wanted to be one, too." At age fifteen,
Catherine's life is about to change. Her mother has just died and Catherine can't
stand the thought of being sent to live with her aunt in Boston. She longs for a
life of adventure. After she discovers her father's secret life as captain of the
pirate ship Reprisal, her only thoughts are to join him on the high seas. Catherine
imagines a life of sailing the blue waters of the Caribbean, the wind whipping at
her back. She's heard tales of bloodshed and brutality but her father's ship
would never be like that. Catherine convinces her father to let her join him,
disguised as a boy. But once the Reprisal sets sail, she finds life aboard a pirate
ship is not for the faint of heart. If her secret is uncovered, punishment will be
swift and brutal.
Sovay Celia Rees 2010-10-01 In 1794 England, the beautiful Sovay dons a
man's cloak and holds up stagecoaches in broad daylight. Posing as a highway
robber began as a lark to test a suitor's devotion. But when she lifts the
wallet of one of England's most dangerous men, Sovay begins to unravel a web
of deceit and duplicity. Acclaimed author Celia Rees' talent for romance and
intrigue are sure to thrill a paperback audience.
Blood Sinister Celia Rees 2009-08-03 Ellen hasn't seen Andy for years - and the
transformation is incredible. He's tall, with high cheekbones and tousled hair. If
Ellen was normal, she'd have a massive crush on him. But Ellen is dying. Her illness
is a mystery. It's as if all the strength is slowly being sucked from her. What
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dark force is reaching out to claim her, draining her lifeblood away? A dark,
compelling vampire thriller from the author of WITCH CHILD.
A Trap in Time Celia Rees 2015-06-25 Davey is trying to forget the scary
events of last midsummer, but an encounter with a face from the past brings
memories flooding back-and some very bad news. Then an archaeological dig turns
up more than just a few old bones and Davey, his sister and cousins are once
again battling with evil forces from the underground city.
The Wadjet Eye Jill Rubalcaba 2006 After his mother dies, Damon, a young
medical student living in Alexandria, Egypt, in 45 B.C., makes a perilous journey
to Spain to locate his father who is serving in the Roman army led by Julius
Caesar. Reprint.
Middle Passage Charles Johnson 2012-02-21 It is 1830. Rutherford Calhoun, a
newly treed slave and irrepressible rogue, is desperate to escape unscrupulous
bill collectors and an impending marriage to a priggish schoolteacher. He jumps
aboard the first boat leaving New Orleans, the Republic, a slave ship en route to
collect members of a legendary African tribe, the Allmuseri. Thus begins a daring
voyage of horror and self-discovery. Peopled with vivid and unforgettable
characters, nimble in its interplay of comedy and serious ideas, this dazzling
modern classic is a perfect blend of the picaresque tale, historical romance, sea
yarn, slave narrative, and philosophical novel.
The Supernaturalist Eoin Colfer 2009-11-24 In the future, in a place called
Satelite City, fourteen-year-old Cosmo Hill enters the world, unwanted by his
parents. He's sent to the Clarissa Frayne Institute for Parentally Challenged
Boys, Freight class. At Clarissa Frayne, the boys are put to work by the state,
testing highly dangerous products. At the end of most days, they are covered
with burns, bruises, and sores. Cosmo realizes that if he doesn't escape, he will
die at this so-called orphanage. When the moment finally comes, Cosmo seizes his
chance and breaks out with the help of the Supernaturalists, a motley crew of
kids who all have the same special ability as Cosmo-they can see supernatural
Parasites, creatures that feed on the life force of humans.
Miya Black, Pirate Princess Ben White 2010-01 "For princess Miya Black home is
Clover Island, a tiny dot of a place not even named on most maps. Founded fifteen
years ago by her parents, ex-pirate Tomas Black and ex-princess Lilith
Brightburn, it's a place for second chances and new beginnings. It's there that
Miya was born, there she grew up, and there she now lives, spending her days riding
with her best friend, practicing swordsmanship with her fake uncle, sailing with
her father, and avoiding book lessons with her mother. To Miya it's the best
place in the entire world, and she knows how lucky she is to have it. So when her
home is threatened Miya doesn't just sit around sulking. She's the princess of
Clover Island, with the blood of pirate legends running through her veins, and
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she'll do whatever it takes to protect her kingdom"--Publisher's website.
Suggested level: primary, intermediate, junior secondary.
Drift & Dagger Kendall Kulper 2015-09-08 In Mal's world, magic is everything.
But Mal is a "blank," the anti-magic. Blanks can't be hexed or cursed or saved or
killed by magic. And everyone is afraid of them--even Mal himself. So Mal hides
what he is--except from Essie Roe, a witch and his best friend. On the day Essie
reveals his secret and casts him out from the only home he's ever known, Mal
experiences the true shock of betrayal. Now Mal travels the world in search of
rare, illegal magical relics. When his partner in crime, Boone, hears rumors of a
legendary dagger that can steal a witch's power, Mal knows he's finally found
his means of revenge. But as the chase for the fabled knife takes them from Boston
to Paris to Constantinople, Mal realizes there are secrets afoot that he's only
beginning to understand--and all the while the blank monster inside him threatens
to escape.
The Returners Gemma Malley 2011-02-07 Will Hodges' life is a mess! His mother
is dead, he has no friends and he thinks he is being followed by a strange group of
people who tell him they know him. But Will can't remember them . . . at first. And
when he does, he doesn't like what he can remember. While Will is struggling with
unsettling memories, he learns that his past is a lot deeper than many people's,
and he has to find out if he is strong enough to break links with the powerful
hold that history has on him. This compelling novel, set in an alternate future,
challenges readers to consider the role we all have to play in making our
society, and asks how much we are prepared to stand up for what's right.
Hostage Three Nick Lake 2013-11-12 From the author of the Michael L. Printz
award–winning novel In Darkness comes a critically-acclaimed, fast-paced
thriller that's as dangerous as the seas on which it's set. The last thing Amy
planned to do this summer was sail around the world trapped on a yacht with
her father and her stepmother. Really, all she wanted was to fast-forward to
October when she'll turn eighteen and take control of her own life. Aboard the
Daisy May, Amy spends time sunbathing, dolphin watching and forgetting the past
as everything floats by . . . until one day in the Gulf of Aden another boat
appears. A boat with guns and pirates – the kind that kill. Immediately, the
pirates seize the boat and its human cargo. Hostage One is Amy's father – the
most valuable. Hostage Two: her stepmother. And Hostage Three is Amy, who
can't believe what's happening. As the ransom brokering plays out, Amy finds
herself becoming less afraid, and even stranger still, drawn to one of her
captors, a teenage boy who wants desperately to be more than who he has
become. Suddenly it becomes brutally clear that the price of life and its value
are two very different things . . .
The Stone Testament Celia Rees 2007 Zillah is a Child of the Sixth Dawn but she
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has stumbled on the fraudulent basis of the cults claims. So when they are all
ordered to commit suicide, Zillah contrives to survive. But the leader lso
survives and he must prevent Zillah from revealing what she knows.
This Is Not Forgiveness Celia Rees 2012-10-16 Everyone says that Caro is badbut Jamie can't help himself. Gorgeous, impulsive, and unconventional, Caro is
totally different from all the other girls and Jamie can't believe that she wants
to be his girlfriend. But Jamie soon realizes there is more to Caro-much more.
Consider: How she often disappears for days at a time, or the small scars on her
wrists, or her talk about revolution and taking action, not to mention the
rumors about the other guys.... Jamie's also worried about Rob, his older
brother. Back from Afghanistan and traumatized from an injury there, Rob seems
to be living in a world of his own and is increasingly difficult to reach. Which is
why it's so strange that Rob and Caro seem to know one another. And why it
feels so dangerous that they're being awfully secretive.
Pirates! Celia Rees 2021-10-14 From the author of the bestselling and awardwinning WITCH CHILD, comes another outstanding historical novel. When two
young women meet under extraordinary circumstances in the eighteenth-century
West Indies, they are unified in their desire to escape their oppressive lives. The
first is a slave, forced to work in a plantation mansion and subjected to terrible
cruelty at the hands of the plantation manager. The second is a spirited and
rebellious English girl, sent to the West Indies to marry well. But fate ensures
that one night the two young women have to save each other and run away to a
life no less dangerous but certainly a lot more free. As pirates, they roam the
seas, fight pitched battles against their foes and become embroiled in many a
heart-quickening adventure. Written in brilliant and sparkling first-person
narrative, this is a wonderful novel in which Celia Rees has brought the past
vividly and intimately to life.
Piratica Tanith Lee 2014-09-30 Artemesia is the daughter of a pirate queen,
and she's sick of practising deportment at the Angels Academy for Young
Maidens. Escaping from the school, she hunts up her mother's crew and breezily
commands them out to sea in a leaky boat. Unfortunately, Art's memories of her
early life may not be accurate-her seasick crew are actors, and Art's infamous
mother was the darling of the stage in a pirate drama. But fiery, pistol-proof
Art soon shapes her men into the cleverest pirate crew afloat. And when they
meet the dread ship Enemy and her beautiful, treacherous captain, Goldie Girl, Art
is certain that her memories are real. The Seven Seas aren't large enough for two
pirate queens: Art will have the battle of her life to win her mother's title - and
the race for the most fabulous treasure in pirate lore.
Pirates! Celia Rees 2004 When a young woman is sent to the West Indies to
marry well, her life takes a very unexpected turn. She does not marry the man her
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family thought was destined for her. Instead she runs off with an escaped slave
girl and they take to the high seas and become pirates.
The Soul Taker Celia Rees 2003 Overweight and unpopular Lewis James has no
friends and no life until he meets Viktor Ladslow, the genius puppet-maker and
clairvoyant who offers Lewis a chance to change his future, but not without a
price. Original.
Why We Love Pirates Rebecca Simon 2020-11-24 A historian presents “an
excellent guide to how pirates became the outlaw celebrities of the high seas”
(Greg Jenner, host of the You’re Dead to Me podcast). During his life and even
after his death, Captain William Kidd’s name was well known in England and the
American colonies. He was infamous for the very crime for which he was hanged,
piracy. In this book, historian Rebecca Simon dives into the details of the twoyear manhunt for Captain Kidd and the events that ensued. Captain Kidd was
hanged in 1701, followed by a massive British-led hunt for all pirates during a
period known as the Golden Age of Piracy. Ironically, public executions only
increased the popularity of pirates. And, because the American colonies relied on
pirates for smuggled goods such as spices, wines, and silks, pirates tended to be
protected from capture. This is the story of how pirates became popularly
viewed as “Robin Hoods of the Sea”—and how these historical events were
pivotal in creating the portrayal of pirates as we know them today. “Only
someone who has lived in the shadows chasing faded pirates for an age, and is
blessed with creativity, can pull off a book of this high caliber.” —Wreck
Watch Magazine
Siren Cheryl Sawyer 2004-12 From the beaches of the Caribbean to the
colorful streets of New Orleans, the passion that erupts between legendary
pirate Jean Laffite and Lonore Roncival, a pirate's daughter and famed beauty,
leads them to play a dramatic role in the Battle of New Orleans, a conflict
that will change history. Original.
Stones for My Father Trilby Kent 2011-03-22 Corlie Roux’s farm life in South
Africa is not easy: the Transvaal is beautiful, but it is also a harsh place where
the heat can be so intense that the very raindrops sizzle. When her beloved father
dies, she is left with a mother who is as devoted to her sons as she is cruel to
her daughter. Despite this, Corlie finds solace in her friend, Sipho, and in Africa
itself and in the stories she conjures for her brothers. But Corlie’s world is
about to vanish: the British are invading and driving Boer families like hers from
their farms. Some escape into the bush to fight the enemy. The unlucky ones are
rounded up and sent to internment camps. Will Corlie’s resilience and devotion to
her country sustain her through the suffering and squalor she finds in the camp
at Kroonstad? That may depend on a soldier from faraway Canada and on inner
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resources Corlie never dreamed she had….
Sorceress Celia Rees 2010-05-03 As Witch Child ends so Sorceress begins.
Alison Ellman is still searching for information about Mary Newbury; she has a
diary and some scattered information about other people in Mary's life, but Mary
has disappeared into the forests and Alison has no way of following her. But
when she meets Agnes Herne, Alison encounters the person who is going to tell
her all about Mary's life after she leaves Beulah. Agnes is a descendant of
Mary's and has a special skill which allows her to be in touch with Mary in the
spirit world. And Mary has a story to tell. A story of love and friendship,
sadness and loss. A story that takes her across the New World in an epic
search for a home. We fell under the spell of Mary in Witch Child and now at
last we find out what happened to her after her ill-fated time in Beulah. Just as
Mary's story has to be told to Agnes, it has to be read by us for it is
passionate, compelling and utterly wonderful.
Anthem for Jackson Dawes Celia Bryce 2013-04-30 When Megan arrives on the
cancer ward for her first treatment, she's frustrated to be on the pediatric unit.
There's only one other teen there: Jackson Dawes. He's cute, rebellious . . . and
obnoxiously charming. Megan can't stand the way he meets his illness with such
positive energy. But when her own friends are scared off by her illness, Megan
finds she doesn't really mind Jackson's playful antics. As they begin the tentative
stirrings of first love, they also start the most aggressive round of treatments
on their tumors. Can the power of first love overcome the heartbreak of cancer?
Fans ofTown
Glass
Lurlene
Wars
McDaniel will flock to this emotional debut.
Celia Rees 2020-09-08 The thrilling adventure story based
on the writings of the Bront children, by the bestselling author of Witch Child
When Tom is in a coma, his friend Milo decides that he can be a guinea pig for a new
gaming device - a device that will take him to a troubled world where he meets
the the warrior-like Augusta who is fighting to save her kingdom from takeover
by her rival. With Tom at her side, she finds extra courage. Slowly but surely,
Tom starts to leave his life in London behind as the two of them become ever more
embroiled in a world of chaos and tension that encompasses the past, the present
and the future. But life in London won't let Tom go so easily. His friends and
family gather around him to try and bring him back - as does a girl from school he
barely knows, who comes each day to his bedside to read to him from her
favourite book, Wuthering Heights. In this wonderful speculative fiction Celia
Rees has created a meta-fictional world that will delight readers. This epic
story, with Rees's trademark strong female character and romance at its heart,
is a compelling action-driven adventure with delightful twists and turns that
thrill and surprise right up to the last page.
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